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The pursuit of science is based on empiricism enabled
by advancing technologies. Theories then emerge that
unify our understanding of natural order. The trinity of
experimentation, theory, and technology that underlies
the scientific method cannot be placed into a hierarchy
of importance. Theoretical fields quickly lose sub-
stance in the absence of robust experimentation, and
theoretical conundrums cannot be resolved without ex-
perimentation using advanced technologies.

Physics is perhaps the most mature of the experi-
mental sciences in exploiting the interface between
theory, experimentation, and technology. Quantum and
relativity theories revolutionized physics and engineer-
ing, but high-energy physics is a discipline made pos-
sible by the technology of the linear accelerator. The
advantage of physics over other experimental sciences
is the ability to use first principles to calculate more
complex models of the physical world. These models
are then used to predict unforeseen physical events.
Fundamental to this is the ability to precisely quantify
physical observations and to render them mathemati-
cally transformable.

This progression from observation, to theory, to pre-
diction has been the driving force in humanity’s fascina-
tion with science. Not only do we have an inherent ap-
petite for knowledge that motivates us to explore, but
we also have a desire to extract reason from perceived
chaos in order to construct models that can predict
our future.

In this past century, biology has transformed from a
primarily empiric and observational field to one based
on fundamental principles. The foundations for this
change may be attributed to a great degree to the dis-
covery of the true structure of DNA, and followed by
the recent ability to sequence entire genomes. We are
now poised to advance further into predictive theory
with the new discipline of systems biology.

Systems biology can be different things to different
people, but there is a common understanding that this
discipline seeks to explain biologic phenomenon, not
on a gene-by-gene basis, but through the net interac-
tions of all cellular and biochemical components within
a cell or organism. Operationally, systems biology re-
quires the ability to digitalize biological output so that it
can be computed, the computational power to analyze
comprehensive and massive datasets, and the capacity
to integrate heterogeneous data into a usable knowl-
edge format. Thus, systems biology can be described
as “integrative biology” with the ultimate goal of being
able to predict de novo biological outcomes given the
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list of the components involved. An example of this ap-
proach is seen in the work by Davidson and colleagues.
After identifying the important components for devel-
opmental specification for sea urchin endomesodermal
differentiation (Davidson et al., 2002a), they defined the
genetic network for endomesodermal specification on
a genome-wide scale (Davidson et al., 2002b; Bolouri
and Davidson, 2003). By describing the network as a
precise functional model mapped by a control diagram,
they advanced the prospects of forward engineering of
a complex biological process. In this aspect, systems
biology is also “predictive biology.”

The Genome Institute of Singapore, founded in 2001,
is focused on integrative and systems approaches to
resolving biological questions of medical importance.
We seek to integrate biological and analytical systems
to generate large-scale and precise data about dy-
namic cellular processes (Wei et al., 2005; Peng et al.,
2005; Lin et al., 2004). We, and others, believe that this
approach not only can provide an unbiased and com-
plete dataset about a biological system, but when ana-
lyzed appropriately, can give insights as to the intercon-
nections of molecular components and the hierarchy of
importance of the often large number of involved mole-
cules and pathways (Liu, 2004; Hood et al., 2004). To
this end, we have focused on the dynamics of the tran-
scriptome using genomic tools (Ng et al., 2005; Ruan
et al., 2004). This strategy was selected in large part
because the technologies for precisely assessing the
transcriptome in a highly multiplexed fashion and the
accompanying computational tools are within reach.
The most proximal read-outs of transcriptional activity,
either DNA binding by a transcription factor or the level
of the resultant transcripts, can be readily assessed on
a genome-wide scale and easily subjected to digitaliza-
tion. Moreover, unlike the proteome, the transcriptome
currently can be examined dynamically in time course
experiments over many conditions to accelerate data
accession. Therefore, the first set of criteria for systems
biology, dense datasets cast in a digital format, can
be satisfied.

The greatest challenges in establishing this systems
approach are not biological but computational and or-
ganizational. The computational issues are centered on
the search and analysis of massive amounts of data
(e.g., the behavior of all transcripts in a number of spe-
cies over time in conditions interrogating several bio-
logical processes), on integration of heterogeneous da-
tabases (e.g., protein-protein interaction with RNA
expression information with knowledge of biochemical
pathways), and on large-scale data-presentation sys-
tems interpretable to bench biologists. Ultimately, the
importance of any computational approach will be
judged not on its mathematical beauty but by how it
can be used to predict new biological phenomenon. To
this end, the close physical interaction between com-
putationally derived biological theory and experimenta-
tion will be essential for accelerating progress in the
field. Traditionally, bioinformatics resided in a computer
science or biostatistics department, biology in a bio-
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chemistry department, and a genomics center func-
tionally and administratively disjointed from the two.
This is an unfortunate disconnect and will need organi-
zational realignment. Regarding data presentation, it is
not reasonable to expect computational sophistication
in an entire generation of biologists not raised in such
an environment. The success of products that provide
more natural interfaces between humans and comput-
ers shows the appeal (and the need) of bringing tech-
nology to the nonexpert users. Thus, we believe there
will be a demand for a simplified interface specifically
tailored to enable biologists to make use of such mas-
sive digitalized biological data.

Equally important for systems biology to flourish is
an organizational structure and social culture that en-
courages collective effort and iterative experimentation
between the wet laboratory and computational model-
ing. The current funding systems and departmental
structures have a challenging task ahead. Grants for
individual principal investigators (PI) are small com-
pared to the experimental and infrastructural needs to
mount significant efforts in systems biology. Thus far,
grants have been administered such that incremental
advances by the individual scientist, rather than an in-
dividual’s contribution to larger efforts that may have
much greater scientific impact, are rewarded. Funding
for critical infrastructure and technology development
is often bypassed as lacking scientific content. Depart-
mental promotion procedures have tended to encour-
age PI insularity by discounting participation in colla-
borative projects focusing solely on individual effort.
Graduate student training, centered on serving an indi-
vidual PI’s projects and demarcated by classical de-
partmental boundaries, has not responded to the edu-
cational needs in integrative biology. Systems biologists
require crossdisciplinary training that is difficult under
current departmental structures.

For these reasons, we have spent a great deal of en-
ergy in crafting the cultural state of our institute, which
prizes flexibility, individual intensity, and collective
impact (http://www.gis.a-star.edu.sg/homepage/). The
Genome Institute of Singapore specifically recognizes
technology-focused scientists to be as important as bi-
ology-centric investigators, but we demand that tech-
nologists team with biologists to address fundamental
biological questions. We devote much time to achiev-
ing consensus as to the major scientific questions we
will attack together as a community. We focus on data
integration so that individual efforts can be harvested
for collective reasoning, though admittedly, we are still
far away from the ideal. Then, our individual perfor-
mance is judged not only on excellence in our personal
science but also on how we contribute to the advance
of our collective goals. Our project-based internal fund-
ing has allowed us as an institution to focus on the
biological question rather than managing territorial
claims amongst investigators. And in a project-driven
culture, a postdoctoral fellow can lead a program as
much as a senior group leader. We actively encourage
joint mentorship for our postdoctoral fellows and grad-
uate students, often between a technology-oriented
and a biology-focused investigator or between an infor-
matics scientist and a biologist. Without such organiza-
tional changes, the important cultural conditions for a
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obust systems biology environment will not flourish.
n important factor facilitating this cultural change has
een block funding from a single source so that we can
oordinate projects on a large scale with a long time-
orizon.
The excitement over the systems approach to biol-

gy and medicine is justified. The ability to predict bio-
ogical outcomes in complex systems is the grand en-
icement. The only limitations to our success are what
e, ourselves, place before us.
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